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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

An integrable q-deformed model for bosons interacting 
with spin impurities 

N M Bogoliubovt$, A V Rybint and J limonent 
t Department of Physics, University of lyv%l& PO Box 35. FIN40351 Jyv&kylp Finland 
$ Research Institute for Theoretical physics, Po Box 9, FIN-OW14, University of Helsinki. 
Finland 

Received 4 Mareh 1994 

Abslraci A cnmposite quantum model on a lattice which describes the system of q-bosons 
interafting with U,[su('Z)] spin impurities is inlroduced and solved exactly under @cdic 
bounday conditions In one limit Qe model is shown to become a new exactly soluble qUanrum 
system on a lattice which & be interpreted as a qdefomed version of the quantum Dicke 
model. In the limit of infinitesimal spacing the model is further reduced to a multilevel version 
of the previously introduced continuum-limit Dicke model. For spin $ the previous results for 
this particular case are confirmed. 

It has recently become obvious'that integrable strongly interacting models can he often 
expressed in a particularly simple form in terms of q-deformed variables. Thus far 
considerations have been mostly restricted to models with only one type of particle. We 
shall show here that similar methods can be applied to models with several types of particles, 
and in this letter we shall report an exact solution of a quantum model on a lattice which 
describes a system of q-bosons interacting with V,[su(Z)] spin impurities. This model is 
defined by the Hamiltonian 

with J(q )  = w, and we shall choose here q = ey 5 1. We shaft also impose 
periodic boundary conditions n + M = n (the number of lattice sites is even for simplicity). 
The annihilation and creation operators pn, B.' in (1). together with the related number 
operator N,, = N.', form a q-boson algebra with the commutation relations 

The q-spin operators in (1) are defined as x; = qH"X;, x,' = X$qH", where X,' and H,, 
are quantum operators belonging to the irreducible (2s + I)-dimensional representation of 
the quantum U,[su(Z)] algebra. They satisfy 

I B ~ ,  &I = q2"Smn [ ~ n ,  ~n (B,!)'. (2) 

rx:, Xi] = [2Hn16,, [H", x;1 = +X,'Sm. (3) 
Here [. , .I denotes the usual commutator, while the 'box' notation [.I means the operation 

The q-boson operators in (1) can be expressed [l] in terms of the ordinary boson 
[XI = (qX - q--*)/(q - 4-9. 

operators cn, d; [E., E,,,] t = an,,,, such that fin = = qNScn ([Nn]/Nn)i'z. and N, =&.E.. t 
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The q-spin operators may be realized in terms of the usual su(2) generators S i  
and S;; [S,),S;] = kS:S,,, [S:,S;] = 2S:&,, in the form X: = (X;) t  = 
s,+ ([si - SI[$ + s + I I / (S~ - s)(s,’ + s + I))”*, H, = s:. n e s e  representations 
reflect the physical meaning of the introduced model. We can consider the model with 
Hamiltonian (1) as one of strongly correlated ord&ry bosons interacting with ordinary 
spin impurities. The exchange energy of the system depends on the occupation of lattice 
sites (correlated hopping) and on the the value of the third spin component. 

Since the Pauli matrices u3 and U* satisfy the q-spin commutation relations (3), the 
Hamiltonian (1) may also be used to, describe a chain of spins (S = 4) that interact via a 
q-boson field. When the deformation parameter q + 1, the q-deformed algebras become 
the conventional ones, and the model (1) becomes the linear free-boson model. 

In the continuum limit as the lattice spacing A + 0, we should distinguish between 
two cases: that of a ‘discrete’ and that of a ‘continuous’ medium. In the limit 

A + O  L = M A  x = n A  A=&&(x) y = K A / 2  K > O  

(4) 

we have x,’ = S,’+ U (A), H, = S:, [E@) ,  &+(y)]  = S(x - y ) .  and the Hamiltonian of the 
continuum-hit Dicke model with discrete atoms of spin S is recovered 

For S = f this is the two-level Dicke model for a ‘discrete’ medium considered in [Z]. The 
corresponding ‘continuous’ case of the Dicke model is obtained by setting S33 = AS*,3(x) 
with [S+(x) ,  S-(y)]  = ZS’(x)S(x - y ) ,  and [S3(x), S*(y)] = kS*(x)S(x - y ) .  The 
established correspondence means that the model defined by Hamiltonian (1) may be 
considered as the q-deformation of the multi-level Dicke model. 

In order to solve the models (1) and (5) we construct first a generic composite quantum 
model which we solve for its eigenstates and eigenvalues by the quantum inverse-scattering 
method (QISM) [3]. Notice that composite models have previously been used in the theory 
of spin chains [4]. We define the generic model by the t-operator 

l(1ln) = LS(Aln)LB(Aln) (6) 
where the q-spin L-operator Ls is given by 

This is also the L-operator of the XXZ chain of arbitrary spin [5]. 

appropriate Holstein-Primakov transformation 161: 
The q-boson operator LB(lln) can be obtained from Ls(Aln) through application of an 

Here and in (7) 1 E C is a spectral parameter. We shall also choose in the following 
A, = ( - l ) ” + A ,  A ER. 

The t-operator (6) satisfies the bilinear intertwining relation 

R(A. M ( A l n )  €9 ZOlln) = W n )  @ l(Aln)R(A - p) (9) 
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with the trigonometric R-matrix 

where f(p. 1) = [i(h - p )  + II/ti(A - p)l and g(p, A) = !/[i(A - p)I. 
It also satisfies the involution property 

e(,qn) = -&?(nli)d (11) 
in which u2 is a Pauli matrix and the Hermitian"conjugati0n is taken only with respect to 
the quantum space. The quantum determinant [3] of the &operator (6) is given by 

f. q-dete(Aln) = l (Aln)02t (A+ iln)a2 
= f. q-detLS(Aln)q-de~'(Aln). . (12) 

From this we find immediately that q-detL'(Aln) = [ih + fA.l[ih - ~ i A n  - 11. 
The transfer matrix ?(A), which is the generating function of the integrals of motion, 

and the monodromy matrix T(A), are introduced in the usual way such that ?(A) = trT(A) = 
A(A) + D(A), where 

?'(A) t(hlM)t(AlM - 1). . . l (h l l )  

The property [t(h),t(p)J = 0 can easily be deduced from the bilinear intertwining 
relation (9). 

From (11) it follows further that 

t'(A) = t(X) [t(h-), t'(A)] = 0. (14) 
The Hamiltonian of the composite model is constructed by means of the projector 
method [3, 61. This method is based on the fact that, at the points where the quantum 
determinant (12) vanishes, one can factorize the generating function of the integrals of 
motion, ?(A). The introduced dependence through A,, of the L-operator L'(A1n) on the 
parity of the lattice site n, removes the problems associated with the non-commutativity of 
the matrix elements of LB(i[n). 

At the point A = w = -$(A + I), where q-detLB(A1n) = 0, the operator LB(hln) has 
the shucture 

LB(ul2k + I))] = &(2k + I)gJ(Zk -k 1) L B ( V I U r ) ,  = &2k)gt(2k) (15) 

where g l ( n )  = J [ A  - N. +sn+lJ, g&) = -iq-fNn,¶., and 6" = i(1 - (-1)"). 
After some algebra we  find for h = v that 
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In these expressions G(A.ln) = dt(Aln)/dA, (. , .) stands for the usual scalar product 
(U. b) = albl +uzbz, and g(n) is the operator-valued vector (gr(n),gz(n))T. 

We shall make here a particular choice for the Hamiltonian, namely 

It follows immediately from (14) and (18) that [E, t(A)] = 0. Wecan now apply the method 
of algebraic Bethe ansatz [3] to find the spectrum of the generic Hamiltonian (18). The 
quantum space of the model is the tensor product of the Fock space and the space of the 
representation of the U4[su(2)] algebra. The local vacuum vector on each lattice site A is 
given by IO). = IS, -Sf Q IO)!, where IS, 4); is the lowest vector of the representation 
of Llq[su(2)], and 10); i s  the vacuum vector of the Fock space. The global vacuum vector 
of the model is evidently IO) = 

In the framework of the algebraic Betheansatz method the operator B(1) (cf 
equation (13)) plays the role of a creation operator of a quasi-particle excitation, and hence 
the N-particle eigenfunction of the transfer matrix can be constructed as 

N 

I'h"(Aj))) z= n W j ) l O )  (19) 
j=l  

where the parameters ( A j ]  satisfy the Bethe equations 

with 
u(h) = [iA + $(A - I)][& + $(A + l)][iA + SIz 
d(A) = [ih - $(A - l)][iA - $(A + l)][iA - SIz. (21) 

The eigenvalues off (p) corresponding to these eigenfunctions are 

where f ( p ,  A) are the elements of the R-matrix (10). Using the definition (16) we finally 
find from (22) that the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (18) for an N-particle state are given 

HI 'h ( I S  1)) = h(Ai) I ( (A j  1)) (23) 

as 
N 

k=l 

where 

To establish the connection between (1) and the generic model (18). we shall use the 
procedure introduced in [71. Noticing that A is a free real parameter of the generic model, we 
can study the limit A -+ bo. By direct calculation one can prove that HD = lim~,,q*X. 
The integrability of the model (1) is then guaranteed because the R-matrix (10) does not 
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and depend on A. As can be easily seen, for A + 03, B(1) = qMAP(Bo(A) + 
the eigenstates of Hz, are I+$')((A~J)) = B, , (x~)~o) .  

The N-particle energy of the Hamiltonian (1) is then given by 

which is parametrized by { A j ]  that now satisfy their respective Bethe equations 

Here p(A) is the momentum of a quasiparticle: 

These equations possess solutions with both real A! E R and complex Ay' = q - $(n + 
1 - h) + 0 (e-"); m = 1.2, .  . . , n; ha! = 0. 

In the 'discrete' medium limit (4) the Bethe equations (26) (up to the replacement of A 
by A ~ K )  take the form 

A, - iSK " A! - Aj - iK (z) = :;A A[ - A j  + iK ' 

The N-particle energy of the Hamiltonian (5) is given by EN = - AX. In the particular 
case of S = f the respective results of [2] are recovered. Replacing S by SA, we further 
arrive at a continuum-limit Dicke model with continuously distrubuted atoms [8]. 

In this letter we have introduced, and solved exactly, a model of correlated lattice bosons 
interacting strongly with spin impurities. The Hamiltonian of the model takes a simple form 
in terms of q-deformed boson and spin variables, and this new q-deformed model may be 
regarded as a lattice version of the multi-level Dicke model. In the continuum limit this 
model is shown to reduce to a multi-level generalization of the previously studied Dicke 
model with discrete atoms. The detailed study of the spectra of the introduced models and 
their correlation functions will be given elsewhere. It is worth mentioning, however, that the 
existence in our model of complex-valued solutions (bound states), indicates the existence 
of the superradiance effect [2, 81. 

AV Rybin thanks Professor H Paul and Dr H Steudel for the kind hospitality extended to 
him during his stay at the Max Planck Society while this work was in progress. Illuminating 
discussions with D r ~ H  Steudel are also gratefully acknowledged. 
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